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obtained from flowthrough columns of aquifer sediment from
which fluorescently labeled unattached bacteria eluted at much
lower rates than they did from sterile (protist-free) controls
(31). However, these results provide only indirect evidence of
predation because no enumerations of the bacteria within the
flagellates were performed.
The purpose of the research reported in this paper was to
directly determine whether the MMR nanoflagellates can consume unattached bacteria in the plume and the extent to which
they engage in size-selective grazing. Rates of bacterivory
(grazing and clearance rates) were estimated in the laboratory
by using fluorescently labeled, monodispersed bacteria (FLB)
and nanoflagellates that had been isolated from the MMR
aquifer plume. Although other methods exist (19, 26, 38, 43,
45, 62, 64–66), we chose to use fluorescent labeling to study
flagellate bacterivory because this procedure requires shorter
incubation times and relies upon direct visual observation of
the prey within the predator. In addition, experiments could be
designed with different sizes of FLB to determine if the
nanoflagellates can discriminate between prey. This involved
using FLB with cell lengths of 0.1 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0.8, 0.8 to 1.5,
and .1.5 mm (average cell volumes of 0.06, 0.14, 0.21, and 0.87
mm3, respectively) in the grazing experiments.

While heterotrophic protists have been found in pristine and
contaminated aquifers (3, 29, 34, 37, 54–57), very little research
has been performed to elucidate their role in the subsurface. In
other environments (e.g., surface and marine waters, topsoil,
and wastewater treatment plants), it is well documented that
they typically consume bacteria (2, 11, 15, 41, 42, 47), although
some have been observed to consume high-molecular-weight
organics (48, 59) and even viruses (20, 39). Protists typically
graze selectively, depending upon the size (1, 9, 17, 25, 52),
growth condition (18, 53), species (16, 17, 35), and motility (18)
of their prey. In carbon-limited environments, protists decrease bacterial competition, resulting in a greater bacterial
uptake rate for organic substrate per unit of bacterial biomass
(27). Based upon indirect field observations, it is also hypothesized that this may be the role they play in organically contaminated aquifers (31). In nutrient-limited environments,
protists may release nitrogen or phosphorus needed by bacteria (10, 28, 44, 61).
Studies at the U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS) Toxic Substances Hydrology Program research site at the Massachusetts
Military Reservation (MMR) on Cape Cod, Mass., have shown
that sandy aquifer sediments can harbor large protistan populations even at relatively low levels (#2 mg/liter) of dissolved
organic matter (30). Protistan abundances in the MMR aquifer
plume range from 1 3 104 to 7 3 104 g (dry weight)21 (30) and
consist primarily of nanoflagellates (2 to 3 mm in length) (29)
that belong to the genera Bodo, Cercomonas, Cryptaulax, Cyanthomonas, Goniomonas, and Spumella, along with some undescribed species (37). A few amoebae (63) and no ciliates (29)
have been observed.
Results of a principal-component factor analysis of protistan
and bacterial abundances and chemical constituents in the
MMR plume suggested that the flagellates were preying upon
unattached bacteria (30). Additional evidence of predation was

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site. The sand and gravel aquifer underlying the MMR contains a
contaminant plume that is 5-km long, 1-km wide, and 23-km deep created by the
discharge of 1,900 m3 of treated wastewater z day21 onto rapid sand infiltration
beds from 1936 until 1995 (33). The plume is characterized by 1 to 4 mg of
dissolved organic carbon (DOC)/liter, 0 to 5 mg of dissolved oxygen/liter, #60
mg of nitrate/liter, 2 to 4 mg of alkylbenzene sulfonate detergents/liter in the
distal reaches, and trace amounts of volatile organic compounds such as trichloroethylene (29).
Protists. The nanoflagellates used in the experiments were cultured from
aquifer sediments collected from the MMR plume in a contaminated zone 3 m
below the water table at USGS well site F230 (0.12-km downgradient from the
rapid-sand-infiltration beds). The sediments were recovered in the absence of
drilling fluids by using a wireline piston corer in conjunction with a hollow-stem
auger drill (67). The core was processed aseptically by the method developed by
Bunn (6).
Culturing of the aquifer nanoflagellates occurred in covered, sterile 1-liter jars
containing 500 g of sterile (15 min, 121°C, 15 lb/in2) sieved aquifer sediments
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Time series incubations were conducted to provide estimates for the size selectivities and rates of protistan
grazing that may be occurring in a sandy, contaminated aquifer. The experiments involved four size classes of
fluorescently labeled groundwater bacteria (FLB) and 2- to 3-mm-long nanoflagellates, primarily Spumella
guttula (Ehrenberg) Kent, that were isolated from contaminated aquifer sediments (Cape Cod, Mass.). The
greatest uptake and clearance rates (0.77 bacteria z flagellate21 z h21 and 1.4 nl z flagellate21 z h21, respectively)
were observed for 0.8- to 1.5-mm-long FLB (0.21-mm3 average cell volume), which represent the fastest growing
bacteria within the pore fluids of the contaminated aquifer sediments. The 19:1 to 67:1 volume ratios of
nanoflagellate predators to preferred bacterial prey were in the lower end of the range commonly reported for
other aquatic habitats. The grazing data suggest that the aquifer nanoflagellates can consume as much as 12
to 74% of the unattached bacterial community in 1 day and are likely to have a substantive effect upon bacterial
degradation of organic groundwater contaminants.
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TABLE 1. Size classes of bacteriaa used in grazing experiments
Size class
(range of length [mm])

Avg length
(mm)

Aspect ratiob
(mm)

Avg volc
(mm3)

0.1–0.5
0.5–0.8
0.8–1.5
.1.5

0.5
0.7
1.1
1.8

1.3 6 0.1
1.2 6 0.04
2.0 6 0.1
2.1 6 0.3

0.06 6 0.01
0.14 6 0.02
0.21 6 0.02
0.87 6 0.05

a

Primarily rod-shaped bacteria.
Radius (r) 5 0.5(L/aspect ratio), where L is cell length. Values are means 6
standard errors.
c
Cell volume 5 [pr2(L 2 2r)] 1 (4/3p(r3)], where r is radius. Values are
means 6 standard errors.
b

were stored at 0°C for up to 3 months before use. Freezing ensured that a single
stock containing the same FLB could be used in all replicate experiments.
Size frequency analyses were performed on each of the four operationally
defined size classes of bacteria with an Optiphot II epifluorescence microscope
(Nikon, Buffalo, N.Y.) and an image processor (Image Technology Corporation,
Deer Park, N.Y.) connected to a personal computer, a Dage SIT66 black-andwhite camera, and a Sony black-and-white monitor. The image system was
optimized to analyze and calculate length, width, area, and perimeter of fluorescently stained bacteria in samples previously analyzed for bacterial abundances. Measurements from the image system were standardized by using fluorescently stained 0.95-, 1.07-, and 0.45-mm-diameter microspheres (Polysciences,
Warrington, Pa.) to convert pixel measurements to micrometers. All analyses
were performed at microscope magnifications of 3788 to 31,260.
Grazing experiments. The grazing experiments were modifications of the
protocols outlined by Sherr and Sherr (49). Two separate experiments were run
with each size class of FLB (Table 1). At the beginning of each experiment, 2.1
liters of the 4% CP medium was extracted by mild suction from several porousmedium cultures. After the medium was mixed to homogenize the extracts,
100-ml aliquots were dispensed into 21 sterile 125-ml screw-top micro-Fernbach
flasks. The flasks sat undisturbed for 24 h in the dark at room temperature (20 6
2°C) to allow the organisms to acclimate. Samples were then taken to determine
protistan abundance. Seven replicate flasks were spiked with 1 ml of a specific
size class of FLB (Table 1). The FLB constituted 16% of the total bacterial
population in the experiment (Table 2). Immediately after the spiking, a 6-ml
sample was taken from one of the replicate flasks from each size class to
determine the initial (time [t] 5 0) abundances of FLB, unstained bacteria from
the porous-medium culture, and nanoflagellates. Subsequently, 6-ml samples
were taken from one of the replicate flasks at t 5 0.33, 0.67, 1, 2, 4, 10, and 20 h.
Each flask was sampled only once to avoid changes in conditions due to reduction in volume over time.
Each 6-ml sample was immediately fixed for 15 min with a spike of 10%
filter-sterilized glutaraldehyde to achieve a 1% (vol/vol) final concentration. Two
1-ml aliquots were filtered onto 0.1-mm-pore-size black polycarbonate filters
(Poretics Corp., Livermore, Calif.) to enumerate the FLB. The filters containing
the FLB did not need to be stained before the bacteria were counted. Four 1-ml
aliquots of the sample were stained with the nucleic acid-binding fluorescent
stain DAPI (49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; Sigma Chemical) to enumerate
flagellates. These aliquots were filtered onto 0.8-mm-pore-size black polycarbonate filters (Poretics Corp.) by using a vacuum of #13 mm Hg. DAPI staining of
flagellates followed the procedure outlined by Sherr and Sherr (49). All filters
were air dried and placed on microscope slides that had one drop of lowfluorescence (Cargille A) immersion oil (VWR Scientific, Boston, Mass.). A
second drop of immersion oil was added to the filter, and a glass coverslip was
placed on top. Slides were kept refrigerated in the dark at 4°C for a maximum of
3 months prior to observation.
Controls. For each experiment, initial FLB and flagellate concentrations were
assessed prior to spiking the FLB into the CP extract. In addition, a negative
control was run during every experiment for each size class of FLB. In the
control, the nanoflagellates were fixed with glutaraldehyde (1% [vol/vol] final
concentration) prior to the addition of the FLB. Any FLB observed associated
with these protists were assumed to be surface associated because the flagellates
were killed by the glutaraldehyde, which precluded feeding. The population of
bacteria in the extract from the porous medium that contained flagellates was
also enumerated to determine the total bacterial abundance. In these samples,
the bacteria were stained with DTAF and processed as outlined above.
Enumeration. All slides were observed with a Nikon (Garden City, N.Y.)
Optiphot microscope equipped for epifluorescence. A 505-nm dichroic mirror
was used for all stains. To observe the DAPI-stained nanoflagellates, the micro-

TABLE 2. Distribution of FLBa and unlabeled groundwater
bacteria among operationally defined size classes in
flagellate grazing experiments
Bacterial abundance (105/ml)

Size class
(mm)

Unlabeled

0.1–0.5
0.5–0.8
0.8–1.5
.1.5
All size classes

4.9
3.0
4.9
1.4
14.2

a

FLB abundance

Labeled

Unlabeled
1 labeled

% of
totalb

% of specific
size classc

1.0
0.9
0.5
0.3
2.7

5.9
3.9
5.4
1.7
16.9

6
5
3
2
16

17
23
9
16
16

Labeling of bacteria was done with DATF.
Total bacterial abundance was 1.7 3 106 ml21 (standard error 5 1.5 3 105
ml ).
c
Percent of specific size class 5 [(abundance of FLB in given size class)/
(abundance of unlabeled bacteria 1 abundance of FLB in same size class)] 3
100.
b
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(particle diameter, 0.5 to 1.0 mm) that were saturated with 125 ml of 4% sterile
Cerophyl-Prescott (CP) medium (6, 21). The 4% CP medium, made from the
extract of dehydrated cereal leaves (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, Mo.), had a DOC
content of ;10 mg z liter21 (similar to that of the groundwater near the infiltration beds) and was pH adjusted to 6.0 to match aquifer conditions. The grain
size of the sediments was chosen because it represents the size of the predominant fraction in the MMR aquifer. The jars were inoculated with 1 g of the core
material collected at F230 or 5 ml of liquid taken from another porous-medium
culture at the peak biomass. There was ;1 cm of freestanding liquid above the
soil. The contents of the jars were swirled gently for 1 min after inoculation to
ensure distribution of the microorganisms throughout the porous media. Bacteria that were present in the original core also grew in the porous-medium
cultures and were primarily 0.5- to 2-mm-long rods and cocci (21). Nanoflagellates used in the grazing experiments were taken from 4- to 10-day-old porousmedium cultures grown at room temperature (20 6 2°C). This time frame was
used because it produces cultures with the greatest number of 2- to 3-mm-long
highly active flagellates (as observed with inverted light microscopy). Video clips
were taken of live flagellates from liquid culture (without porous media). (It is
important to note that such cells are characteristically larger than those grown in
porous-medium cultures.) These clips were obtained by converting analog clips
recorded from an Olympus light microscope (fitted with a 403 objective and
differential interference contrast) by using a JVC KY-F30 video camera. Analog
clips were recorded on a Sony U-Matic SP recorder and converted to digital
format by use of a Radius Video Vision high-resolution digital-film card and
Adobe Premiere software on a Macintosh Quadra 840 AV computer. Single
frames from the digital clips (frame duration, 1/25 s; frame resolution, 72 dots/
in.) were exported to Adobe Photoshop 3.0 software. Each still image shown
corresponds to a single frame. To enhance the clarity of the still images, the
resolution was increased to 600 dots/in. by using software interpolation. After
optimizing the brightness and contrast and reducing the image noise, all images
were printed with a Tektronik Phaser II dye-sublimation printer.
Bacteria. Four size classes of bacteria were used in separate grazing experiments (Table 1). The smallest size class was concentrated from 1 liter of contaminated groundwater obtained at MMR monitoring wells 0.05 to 0.08 km
downgradient from infiltration beds (S318 and S314) at 13.8 and 6.6 m below the
water table, respectively. The bacterial population was initially fractionated by
filtration (bacteria passing through a 0.45-mm-pore-size Nuclepore filter) and
captured on a 0.1-mm-pore-size filter. This sample was fixed with 3.7% (vol/vol)
filter-sterilized formalin. To increase the number of bacteria in the 30-ml volume
to ;106 ml21, the sample was concentrated to 15 ml by placing it in a 40°C oven
for 6 days. (It is important to note that because the bacteria were fixed, lysis at
40°C was not a problem.)
Bacteria for the three other size classes were obtained from the porousmedium cultures inoculated with core material. An aliquot of 4% CP solution
was pipetted from beneath the soil surface of a 5-day-old culture and passed
through a 0.8-mm-pore-size filter at 400 mm Hg (transmembrane pressure). The
filtrate, free of large bacteria and protists, was inoculated into another jar
containing sterile porous media (0.5- to 1.0-mm-diameter sieved sediments)
along with sterile 4% CP and incubated at room temperature for 5 days. Bacteria
for the different size fractions were obtained from this culture by differential
filtration with 3.0-, 0.8-, and 0.45-mm-pore-size membrane filters. These bacteria
were heat killed as outlined by Sherr and Sherr (49). Bacteria passing the
3.0-mm-pore-size filter and collected on the 0.8-mm-pore-size filter were not
further subdivided. Rather, grazing experiments were conducted with this aggregate group of bacteria (0.8 to 3.0 mm in length). When samples were observed for
nanoflagellates containing FLB, the sizes of the ingested bacteria and the
nanoflagellates were measured by using a Whipple disk and an eyepiece micrometer (0.4-mm graduations at 3600 total magnification).
All bacteria were stained with the protein-binding fluorescent stain DTAF
{5[(4,6-dichlorotriazin-2-yl)amino] fluorescein; Sigma Chemical} as outlined in
Sherr and Sherr (49). In preliminary experiments, there were no significant
differences (Student’s t test, P 5 0.05) between the flagellates’ uptake of the
DTAF-stained bacteria that had been frozen for ;10 weeks and those that were
used immediately after staining. Therefore, the DTAF-stained bacteria (FLB)
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RESULTS
Populations. During the 20 h of the FLB experiments, there
was no significant change in the abundance of nanoflagellates,
which ranged from 1 3 104 to 6 3 104 flagellates z ml21 in the
different grazing experiments. This is the typical concentration
range seen in our porous-medium cultures at steady state and
in the head of the MMR plume. The predominant flagellate in
the cultures, Spumella guttula (Ehrenberg) Kent, was 2 to 3 mm
in diameter (cell volume, >4 to 14 mm3; assuming a spherical
shape). Fixation of the nanoflagellates with 1% (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde prior to enumeration did not markedly change
their size or appearance compared to that of live cultures
observed by using Hoffman interference optics and an inverted
microscope. This contrasts with the twofold reductions in size
resulting from fixation that are reported in the literature (5, 8).
For the grazing experiments, bacterial abundances in the
interstitial liquid removed from the porous-medium cultures
averaged 1.7 3 106 ml21 (standard error 5 1.5 3 105 ml21).

The FLB at the beginning of the experiments comprised 2 to
6% of that total bacterial population present in the flasks
(Table 2). However, the percentages were 9 to 23% when each
initial FLB abundance (C0) value was normalized to the total
bacterial abundance present within its specific bacterial size
class (Table 2). These percentages were within the range of 5
to 50% recommended in the literature (43, 48). The bacteria
were primarily rods, and their size distributions in the porousmedium liquid (Table 2) were similar to what has been observed in some zones of the MMR plume.
FLB uptake. In the control preparations where glutaraldehyde was added to fix the nanoflagellates prior to inoculation
with FLB, there were no FLB associated with them. Therefore,
it was assumed that FLB associated with the live nanoflagellates in the experiments were being grazed. For all size classes
of FLB, most of the uptake occurred within 4 h (Fig. 1). For all
FLB sizes except 0.8 to 1.5 mm, there was a 0.6- to 1-h lag
before appreciable uptake occurred. The fraction of flagellates
containing FLB at 10 and 20 h was very low for all size classes
of bacteria. Unlike the results obtained at #4 h, there were no
significant differences in the fraction of protists containing the
different sizes of FLB at these later times (analysis of variance,
P 5 0.05). This was probably due to the depletion and digestion of the FLB (16, 47) and is the reason why only initial
uptake data (0 to 4 h) were used to calculate grazing rates.
The data collected within the first 4 h for each size class of
bacteria were used to generate a line of best fit. The slopes
derived from these linear regressions were assumed to represent the uptake rates for each size class of bacteria (Fig. 1).
Because only presence or absence of FLB was recorded due to
the difficulty in resolving individual bacteria within the protists,
it was assumed for these calculations that each observation was
equivalent to one FLB per nanoflagellate. The coefficients of
determination (r2 values) were significant for all bacterial size
classes except the smallest (0.1 to 0.5 mm) (Fig. 1). With the
exception of the slopes for the FLB size classes of 0.1 to 0.5 mm
and .1.5 mm, all of the slopes were significantly different from
each other (Student’s t test, P 5 0.05). Clearance and uptake
rates increased with bacterial cell length, except for those of
the largest size class (.1.5 mm), which were significantly lower
than those of the size class of 0.8 to 1.5 mm (Table 3). For the
FLB of the size classes 0.1 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1.5 mm,
a fitted linear relationship between clearance rate and cell
length was significant (Fig. 1, inset) (r2 5 0.99, P 5 0.05),
indicating that flagellate grazing rates were dependent upon
bacterial size. The x intercept for the linear relationship between clearance rate and cell volume (data not shown) corresponded to an average effective prey size of 0.028 mm3, equivalent to a bacterial cell of ,0.1 mm in length.
DISCUSSION
The results of the FLB uptake experiments demonstrated
that the nanoflagellates that inhabit organically contaminated
groundwater at the MMR site can consume unattached bacteria. This substantiates the hypothesis that the small groundwater protists are bacterivorous like flagellates in marine, freshwater, and topsoil environments (2, 15, 41, 42, 47, 51). In
addition, the results show that the 2- to 3-mm-long flagellates
in the MMR aquifer preferentially ingest fairly large bacteria
(0.8 to 1.5 mm in length) in comparison to their own size. In
contrast to observations made for surface-water habitats, our
study shows that groundwater flagellates from the MMR aquifer can exhibit a predator/prey length ratio of #2:1. Their
preference for the larger bacteria is also similar to trends
observed for flagellates in other environments (1, 9, 17, 25, 52).
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scope was equipped with a 300- to 380-nm excitation filter and 420-nm barrier
filter (UV-1A or UV-2A system). For the DTAF-stained bacteria, a 450- to
490-nm excitation filter was used in conjunction with a 520- to 560-nm barrier
filter (a B2E filter system). In all cases, a 603 oil immersion Nikon objective was
used with 103 oculars. Where needed, an Optitronics DEI-470 color video
monitor camera and zoom lens system (Micro Video, Inc., Avon, Mass.) was
employed to enhance the magnification, color, and/or contrast abilities of the
microscope images. The DAPI-stained nanoflagellates were located first by using
the UV-1A or UV-2A system. Once an individual cell was in focus, the B2E filter
system was put in place to determine if FLB were present inside the flagellate.
Resolution of the number of FLB associated with each nanoflagellate was sometimes difficult because of the proximity and overlapping of the FLB inside the 2to 3-mm protists. Therefore, only the presence or absence of FLB inside each
nanoflagellate was recorded.
Preliminary experiments were run to develop a counting array that would
provide information regarding the combination of slides and fields per slide to be
counted. These experiments used 0.1- and 1.0-mm-diameter, fluorescently labeled carboxylated microspheres (Polysciences) coated with bovine serum albumin. Previous experiments had shown that the statistical distributions of FLB and
microspheres in the nanoflagellates were similar, so the counting protocol could
be developed by use of the microspheres, which provided better contrast and
were easier to work with than bacteria. In all of the experiments, there were ;10
nanoflagellates per microscope field at 3600 magnification. This consistency,
which resulted from using 4- to 10-day-old porous-medium cultures, was what
enabled such a counting array to be readily developed. Preliminary experiments
were conducted in the same way as the grazing experiments described above
except that samples were taken at 10-, 20-, 60-, and 120-min intervals. For these
experiments, the nanoflagellates in 20 microscope fields were observed on each
of four replicate slides. The data from these preliminary experiments were used
to develop a table (counting array) that predicted the number of observations
(slides and fields per slide) needed to obtain an estimate of the fraction of the
nanoflagellate population containing $1 FLB with a coefficient of variation of
#20%.
Statistical analysis showed that error in estimating the proportion of
nanoflagellates containing at least one FLB depended upon (i) p, the true
proportion being estimated; (ii) N, the number of flagellates observed in each
counting field; and (iii) m, the number of fields counted. A simulation model was
developed to estimate the accuracy of possible counting procedures under these
conditions. The model was based upon the assumption that N follows a Poisson
distribution with mean mN and that X, the number of nanoflagellates containing
at least one FLB, follows a binomial distribution with parameters N and p. This
implies that X has a compound Poisson-binomial distribution which can be
shown to be Poisson with mean pmN. The estimated proportion Pi from field i is,
given Xi and Ni: Pi 5 Xi/Ni, where i 5 1,. . ., m, leading to the estimator P 5 (P1
1 P2 1 . . . 1 Pm)/m to be used in estimating the proportion p.
While the variance of this estimator is not easily calculated, it can, for given
values of p, m, and mN, be estimated by simulation. Once a table is constructed
by use of this model and a wide range of values of the three parameters, an
investigator can count a few fields to make preliminary estimates of p and mN and
use the tabular values of the variance of P to determine the number of additional
fields to be counted to reduce the variance to a level which will provide the
accuracy required. The process can be facilitated by preparing samples at a
common dilution to maintain an approximately constant value of mN.
The preliminary experiment indicated that the period of linear uptake occurred in the first few hours. Therefore, 0.33, 0.67, 1, 2, 4, 10, and 20 h were used
as sampling times for all subsequent experiments. Additional sampling times of
10 and 20 h were added to monitor the longer-term fate of the FLB.
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Whether the preference is a function of mechanical processes
(15), chemosensory detection (60), or the nature and species of
the larger prey (16) is unknown.
S. guttula, the dominant flagellate in the grazing experiments
(Fig. 2), is a raptorial feeder that uses a direct-interception
mode of feeding. In direct-interception feeding, protists generate critical flow lines (paths) along which there is a high
probability that food particles (e.g., bacteria suspended in the
medium) will be intercepted. S. guttula generates such flow
lines as a result of the rapid beating action of the long flagellum (Fig. 2). Analogous to other flagellate species found in
groundwaters (36), cells of S. guttula can swim actively in the

medium (Fig. 2) but may also attach temporarily to sediment
particles (Fig. 2). S. guttula attaches by means of a thin posterior protoplasmic filament (Fig. 2). Attachment of flagellates
to surfaces may give rise to an increased probability of food
particles being intercepted (13, 68). The transectional area of
the flow along the critical lines past the cell and the specific
clearance achieved are related to the radius of the flagellate
(R) and the radius of the food particles (r) (15). Therefore, it
is not surprising that the efficiency of feeding is dependent on
the size of the prey. Using empirical data for flagellates and
ciliates, Fenchel (14) has shown that if the r/R ratio is .0.1,
protists are raptorial feeders. For our grazing experiments,

TABLE 3. Uptake and clearance rates of flagellates for the different size classes of FLB
FLB source [reference(s)]

Contaminated aquifer (this study)

Contaminated aquifer (columns) (31)
Rivers (2, 16)c
Lakes (4, 25, 41)c
Marine (16 47)c
Estuarine (17, 42, 45)c
a

FLB cell length
(mm)

FLB cell vol
(mm3)a

Uptake rateb
(bacteria z protist21 z h21)

Clearance rate
(nl z protist21 z h21)

0.1–0.5
0.5–0.8
0.8–1.5
.1.5
1–2

0.06 6 0.01
0.14 6 0.02
0.21 6 0.02
0.87 6 0.05

0.06
0.13
0.77
0.04
3

0.1
0.33
1.4
0.2
12

1.1–90.4
2–181
5.2–27.4

0.2–8.9
0.2–44
1.4–4.3
0.32–3.2

Values are means 6 standard errors.
Calculated by using the clearance rate of FLB and the total bacterial concentration of each size class present during grazing experiments.
The values from these references represent a range of experiments conducted by several researchers at various temperatures with various sizes of FLB and
flagellates.
b
c
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FIG. 1. Uptake of FLB by 2- to 3-mm aquifer nanoflagellates during the grazing experiments. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean and total
experimental variability. Coefficients of determination (r2 values) for linear regressions fitted to 0- to 4-h data were 0.80 (for the 0.1- to 0.5-mm size class), 0.87 (0.5
to 0.8 mm), 0.98 (0.8 to 1.5 mm), and 0.93 (.1.5 mm). The inset shows clearance rates for each size class of FLB based on uptake rates observed during the first 4 h
of the grazing experiments. prot, protist.
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which indicated that the 2- to 3-mm flagellates preferentially
ingested 0.8- to 1.5-mm bacteria, the r/R ratio ranged from 0.27
to 0.75, corroborating the conclusion that S. guttula was feeding by direct interception.
Unlike the data reported by Gonzalez et al. (17), the uptake
and clearance rates of the groundwater nanoflagellates did not
show a continuously increasing trend with bacterial size (Fig.
1). Indeed, the uptake rate for the largest bacteria (.1.5 mm in
length) was low and not significantly different (P 5 0.05) from
that observed for the smallest FLB (0.1 to 0.5 mm in length). A
similar trend was observed for a Spumella sp. by Holen and

Boraas (25). However, when they accounted for the total volume of bacteria (cubic micrometers per protist per hour) ingested by Spumella, they found a monotonic increase with prey
size. They suggested that Spumella became saturated with the
larger bacteria as a function of their capability to regenerate
cell membrane during formation of food vacuoles. Accounting
for the total volume of the prey did not explain the decreased
ingestion of the .1.5-mm bacteria by the groundwater
nanoflagellates. Perhaps, bacteria with cell lengths of .1.5 mm
are difficult for the 2- to 3-mm-long flagellates to ingest. Predator/prey volume ratios studied by other researchers (12, 17,
40) have ranged from 17:1 to .10,000:1, while in our study, this
ratio was 5:1 to 233:1. For the largest size of bacteria we
studied, the ratio was 5:1 to 16:1, and for the preferentially
grazed 0.8- to 1.5-mm bacteria, it was 19:1 to 67:1.
The actual uptake rates observed in this study (Table 3) were
lower than those reported in the literature for similarly sized
flagellates (1.5 to 14 bacteria z protist21 z h21) (25, 47). This
was due, in part, to the low concentrations of FLB in our
experiments relative to the total bacterial population (2 to 6%
of the total population). Clearance rates account for the differences in bacterial concentration and facilitate comparisons
with other studies. These rates (Table 3) are more similar to
those reported for flagellates from other environments (2, 4,
41, 42, 45, 47). For example, the rates (0.32 to 2.6 nl z protist21 z
h21) obtained by Gonzalez et al. (16, 17) (with 0.03- to 0.32mm3 bacteria and predominantly 3- to 4-mm-long marine and
estuarine flagellates) are within the same range and may be
slightly larger due to the greater cell volume of their flagellates.
The rates are also very similar to those obtained by Holen and
Boraas (25) (1.6 to 4.1 nl z protist21 z h21) with Spumella sp. (3
to 5 mm in length) isolated from Lake Michigan and fed 0.02
to 0.53 mm3 of bacteria. Our earlier flowthrough column studies (31) involving FLB advecting through aquifer sediments in
the presence and absence of groundwater protists suggested
higher clearance rates (12 to 23 nl z protist21 z h21) (Table 3)
than those obtained in the present investigation. However,
calculations of clearance rates from the column studies were
based upon disappearance of the FLB relative to that observed
for the protist-free control; direct uptake of FLB by flagellates
was not monitored. It is likely that the true grazing and clearance rates in the aquifer may be somewhere between the values we have obtained in the laboratory.
The highest clearance rate (1.4 nl z protist21 z h21) was
observed for the size class of unattached bacteria (length, 0.8
to 1.5 mm) that has the highest frequency of dividing cells in
the MMR plume (34a). Selective grazing by protists on the
bacteria which are most frequently dividing has been observed
in a marine environment by Sherr et al. (46). By preferentially
grazing on this size class, the flagellates have a more profound
effect on bacterial production and, therefore, on the degradation of the organic contaminants by the bacteria.
The uptake rates calculated from the grazing experiments
were used to estimate the impact of the groundwater
nanoflagellates on the unattached bacterial standing crop in
the aquifer (Table 4). The estimates were based on the assumption that the uptake rates observed over the 4-h incubation period would be maintained over 24 h. The percent consumption of the standing stock was computed by using
concentrations of nanoflagellates and the different size classes
of unattached bacteria in the MMR aquifer. For the 0.8- to
1.5-mm bacteria, 12 to 74% of the standing crop could be
consumed per day by the groundwater flagellates. These estimates are generally in the range of 25 to .100% reported in
the literature for other environments (50), and they are substantial when the modest bacterial growth rates reported for
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FIG. 2. Cells of S. guttula from liquid cultures from the MMR aquifer. Micrographs b to f are still images of live cells extracted from digital video clips. (a)
Transmission electron micrograph of whole-mount shadow-cast preparation,
showing the long flagellum (LF) with flagellar hairs and the short naked flagellum (SF). Scale bar, 2.5 mm. (b) Cell swimming to the rapid beat of the long
flagellum; scale bar, 10 mm. (c) Cell which has just become detached from
sediment particles (not visible); attachment was achieved by means of a thin
posterior protoplasmic filament (arrow). Scale bar, 10 mm. (d) Cell attached to
sediment particles. The attachment filament (not visible) arises from the pointed
cell posterior (arrow). Scale bar, 10 mm. (e and f) Sequential frames of cell with
actively beating long flagellum (arrow). Numerous food bacteria are visible in the
background. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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TABLE 4. Estimates of impact of groundwater nanoflagellates on the unattached bacterial standing crop
Bacterial cell
length (mm)

Uptake rate
(bacteria z protist21 z h21)

Consumption ratea
(bacteria z ml21 z day21) (104)

Avg unattached bacterial
concnb (ml21)

% of unattached
bacterial standing crop
consumedc (day21)

0.1–0.5
0.5–0.8
0.8–1.5
.1.5

0.06
0.13
0.77
0.04

1.4–8.6
3.1–18.7
18.4–111
0.96–5.8

1.2 3 105
2.5 3 106
1.5 3 106
2.6 3 105

12–72
1.2–7.5
12–74
3.7–22

a
b
c

Assumes that the uptake rate from grazing experiments would be constant over 24 h.
In MMR aquifer near head of the plume.
Calculated by using the nanoflagellate concentration in the MMR aquifer near the head of the plume (1 3 104 to 6 3 104 ml21).

adhering to surfaces with a glycocalyx, bacteria that are weakly
associated with surfaces in the so-called secondary minimum
(,100 nm from the actual surface) may be a potential food
source for surface-associated flagellates (e.g., Cercomonas)
(37) and should be considered in future experimental designs.
Ingestion of bacteria that are weakly (electrostatically) associated with grain surfaces may be particularly important for
nanoflagellate populations inhabiting the distal portion of the
MMR plume, which is characterized by low abundances of
unattached bacteria (22).
The clearance rates measured for the groundwater nanoflagellates must be used cautiously in predicting what is occurring
in situ. As noted by Gonzalez et al. (17), the rates calculated
are “effective,” not absolute, grazing rates. In this study, we did
not count the number of FLB per flagellate and made the
assumption that each protist contained only one FLB. This
resulted in a conservative estimate of clearance rates, because
it appeared that many nanoflagellates contained more than
one FLB, although it was difficult to resolve the exact number.
In addition, preparation of the FLB may have altered the
surface chemistry of the prey, affecting protistan uptake rates
(17). In our experiments, the smallest bacteria (0.1 to 0.5 mm)
were fixed with formalin, while all other size classes of FLB
were heat killed. The changes to the prey’s surface caused by
the type of fixation are not well understood and may have also
affected the grazing rates. Sherr and Sherr (49, 51) noted that
killing the bacteria before staining renders them nonmotile.
This lowers the grazing rate because bacterivorous flagellates
have higher grazing rates on motile bacteria (19, 32). In addition, the groundwater nanoflagellates are more likely to attach
in situ, which will increase the probability of interception of
food particles (13, 68). Conversely, higher temperature can
increase flagellate grazing rates (47). Because our experiments
were conducted at 20 6 2°C, while the temperature of the
MMR plume ranges from 8 to 10°C year round, the calculated
rates would be higher than those in situ, offsetting some of the
negative impacts described above.
Clearance rates are affected by the type (16, 35) and physiological state (18, 46) of the predator and the prey. The
nanoflagellates that flourish in the porous-medium cultures
represent only a few of the species present in cores taken from
the MMR plume. More accurate grazing rates which are based
on in situ populations will need to be calculated. In all of the
experiments, the porous-medium cultures were sampled when
they were at similar ages and population sizes. While this
mitigated against interpretational problems resulting from
comparisons of organisms with different physiological states, it
makes it difficult to estimate what will happen in situ. Unfortunately, we know little about the in situ physiological states of
either the bacteria or nanoflagellate populations occurring simultaneously in the MMR plume. Certainly, near the head of
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the MMR plume are considered (24). While they are only the
first approximation of the impact of the nanoflagellates on the
community of unattached bacteria that resides within the
MMR plume, they demonstrate that protistan predation is
probably significant and should be considered in models of in
situ bioremediation.
Data collected on the growth and deposition for the unattached population of groundwater bacteria in the upgradient
portion of the MMR plume clearly suggest that attachment to
grain surfaces is insufficient to balance expected population
increases due to growth. Although deposition is an important
mechanism for removal of the unattached bacteria, injection
and recovery investigations using DAPI-labeled groundwater
bacteria (for an example, see reference 23) indicate that attachment to grain surfaces can explain, at most, a 1-log-unit
removal for every 10 m (;1 month) of travel through the
MMR aquifer. However, growth rate estimates for this same
population suggest an average generation time between 1 and
4 days for the upgradient portion of the plume (24). Because
the abundance of the unattached bacterial population within
the plume decreases steadily with increasing distance downgradient (22), there must be an additional removal mechanism(s), such as protistan grazing, that is capable of explaining
the daily disappearance of significant fractions of the standing
stock. Recent laboratory observations, comparing bacterial
breakthrough in columns of sterile versus flagellate-containing
aquifer sediment, suggest that under some conditions, predation by nanoflagellates can actually be more important than
attachment to grain surfaces for removing unattached bacteria
from the pore fluid of contaminated aquifer sediments (31).
Mortality of the unattached bacterial community within the
MMR plume, due to infection by bacteriophage, is a distinct
possibility. Unfortunately, there are no data currently available
on the effect of viruses on the population dynamics of bacteria
in aquifers.
To improve these grazing estimates, we must further refine
the bacterial uptake rates of the flagellates by conducting other
experiments to estimate predation. One approach would be to
use the method described by Starink et al. (58) that includes
the impact of the protists on the bacteria associated with the
sediment surface. This portion of the bacterial population,
which can be active in biodegradation, was not considered in
our liquid-phase experiments. Starink et al. (58) found a twofold-greater grazing rate when predation on surface-associated
bacteria was included in their experiments with marine sediments. It is likely that some nanoflagellates in the MMR plume
can preferentially graze on the more loosely attached bacteria.
In fact, in our experiments, we observed one nanoflagellate
that constituted #5% of the protistan population that rarely
ingested FLB. It is possible that this organism grazes on surface-associated bacteria (7). While it is doubtful that the types
of flagellates found in the MMR plume could ingest bacteria
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the plume, growth rates may be subject to considerable change
due to temporal alterations in wastewater loading conditions.
These grazing experiments support our initial data (31) that
indicated that nanoflagellates in the aquifer significantly impact the number of unattached bacteria present in the MMR
contaminant plume. In the upgradient region of the plume,
where the greatest biodegradation of the organic contamination is occurring, the unattached bacteria can comprise at least
30% of the total bacterial population (22). By ingesting the size
class of unattached bacteria responsible for the greatest productivity, nanoflagellates probably enhance the rate of bacterial degradation of DOC in the MMR plume in a manner
similar to what has been observed for other carbon-limited
environments (for an example, see reference 27). We are conducting further laboratory and in situ experiments to determine groundwater bacterial and protistan population dynamics
in response to controlled injections of readily degradable organic compounds as one indication of whether the nanoflagellates play such a role in a contaminated aquifer. The simplicity
of the MMR plume’s ecosystem (no herbivores and no ciliates)
makes it ideal for studying these relationships.
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